
Winter
Christmas Party, Kick-off & Teambuilding

On site or as a remote event

Lively, healthy and digital

Individual event concepts
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teamgeist boots team spirit: 
Collective experiences connect and inspire

The teamgeist crew welcomes you on board and invites you and your team to 
team up with us again this year. In our treasure chest we have a selection of the 
top team experiences for this year's season and, in addition, the following 
teamgeist services:

§ Made by teamgeist – everything from one single provider

§ Suitable for up to 2,002 participants

§ Consultation, organisation and implementation of your complete team event
§ Outdoor, indoor or remote - can be carried out with certainty

§ All year round on your premises or at a location of your choice

§ Germany-wide regional competence (on site)

§ Quality and experience since 1992

Your contact for questions about our events

Teamgeist GmbH
Am Luftschiffhafen 1
14471 Potsdam

Phone:  +49 30 555 700 40
Fax:    +49 30 555 700 440
Email: berlin@teamgeist.com

Manager Teamgeist GmbH
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Winter and Christmas tabtour®
Award winning iPad rally

Discover the city and its wintry surroundings from completely new 
perspectives with our award-winning tabtour app (German Tourism 
Award). In small teams you move to different locations and solve 
interactive tasks, virtual puzzles and challenging missions. Strategy, 
knowledge and healthy exercise will lead your teams to the goal.

Special stories, formats or company-specific content can pick up on 
and reinforce your individual event themes. With the "Global tabtour" 
variant, you can also compete simultaneously with teams in different 
cities. With a digital rally, you can always strengthen the "WE" feeling of 
your entire team, even during the winter months.

§ Variety of thematic variants also for the Christmas party
§ Company-specific content
§ Fun, strategy, team building
§ Features and interface design can be individualised
§ Also available hybrid and remote

Learn more about our Winter and Christmas Tabtour Berlin by clicking on the link below.

Ideal for large groups

https://www.teamgeist.com/xmas-tabtour-berlin/
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Fun and competition: Exciting winter events

(Night) Archery

In a wintry atmosphere or even by
torchlight, archery is a very special
experience. We offer archery at
various locations in Berlin and
Potsdam or at the location of your
choice upon request. Equipped with
bow and arrow, participants compete
in an exciting team competition.
Always keep your target in focus and
learn the technique of archery.

Curling

Regardless of the temperature and
weather, our mobile plastic rinks offer
you the same fun as on real ice. The
game is played with original curling
sticks in teams and, depending on
your wishes, in different competition
variations. Whether on our
permanently installed rinks in Berlin
and Potsdam or mobile at your desired
location, curling is ideal for any
Christmas party.

Tabchallenge

Team members can use their indi-
vidual talents and skills in a variety of
different modules to collect many
points together as a team and achieve
the best possible result. The individual
teams are guided by our digital and
award-winning teamgeist app, which
provides interesting tasks and puzzles.
Flexible to use at your desired location
and for any occasion - in the
conference room or outdoors.

Whether as a pure team competition, as part of a larger team challenge or as a module for your big 
Christmas event. Curling and archery always guarantee a good atmosphere and highly motivated 
participants. Our classics during the Christmas season. 

Still haven't found the right event? We will be happy to advice you on individual concepts. Write us!

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
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Winter Team Challenge
Diversity, team building and fun

Whether it's an X-Mas challenge, a Hütten challenge or simply an 
additional teambuilding activity - the Winter Team Challenge has 
something to offer for everyone. Upgrade your company event -
whether indoor or outdoor - with a challenge and choose the right 
modules with us. Depending on the theme and objective of your team 
event, you can choose from over 30 varied modules to put together a 
suitable winter team building event.

With classics such as Christmas tree throwing, snow blanket turning, 
team skiing, Christmas tree building and ice floe running, teams will 
get into the spirit of things. 

Our variations:
§ Winter Challenge as a team building and kick-off event

§ X-Mas Challenge all around Christmas

§ Hütten Challenge for indoor events

Learn more about our Winter Team Challenge under this link

https://www.teamgeist.com/winterchallenge-outdoor-berlin/
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Team quiz & X-mas special edition
Excitement, fun and knowledge transfer

Knowledge, speed and team spirit are in demand when it comes to 
collecting as many points as possible during our quiz show. Whether as 
a strategy quiz, accompanying a dinner or as a voting tool in the 
context of trainings, congresses or events. Our specially developed 
software offers you a wide range of applications tailored to your event.

During the Christmas season, our special Christmas edition is available 
with a variety of challenges and puzzles related to Christmas.

§ Customisable quiz app on iPads
§ Accompaniment by a moderator
§ Can be supplemented with buzzer rounds
§ Can be combined with active team tasks & additional modules
§ Own quiz questions can be integrated

Learn more about our X-Mas team quiz under this link  

https://www.teamgeist.com/das-interaktive-weihnachtsquiz-berlin/
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Creative together: Strengthening the sense of unity

Film Festival

At the film festival, the task is to
produce an extraordinary short film
using an iPad and a Christmas theme,
edit it and add the matching music.
Here, department heads become
producers, clerks become film stars
and executives become music experts.
Everyone feels the power of the
creative process. Perfect for the
sustainable transfer of your company-
specific themes.

Team Art & Tape Art

Let your creativity run free and create
unique team paintings in the classic
way with brush & paint or use special
tape to stick impressive works of art
for your company premises. We will
gladly equip your desired location with
the appropriate equipment and
support you in the conception of the
suitable motif theme. During the
Christmas season, also with Christmas
elements or with the support of
predefined sketches.

Impulse Reaction

With the teamgeist impulse reaction,
you can create a terrific chain reaction
with all your colleagues. Reactions
creatively designed by the participants
run one after the other as if magically
and set off a chain reaction with
surprise effects. Thanks to a lot of
creative freedom, this is the ideal team
event to rekindle cooperation and
enthusiasm in the team.

Promote communication, interlink ideas and achieve impressive results together, behind which all 
participants stand! Creative events bring your employees' great and inspiring ideas to life and make 
corporate values tangible and enjoyable. 

Still haven't found the right event? We will be happy to advice you on individual concepts. Write us!

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
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Escape Game

Throw yourself into an adventure with
your team and decipher many exciting
riddles and mechanics. Depending on
the choice of the escape game, the
players go on the hunt for the criminal
mastermind as Europol agents or save
the world from an impending
catastrophe. In small teams, the
participants take up the investigation.
Videos, images and 3D elements
round off the story and create
memorable WOW experiences.

iPad Crime Rally

Become part of the team of
investigators and help solve the case
of the beautiful Maria as special
forensics units. To do this, you have to
collect clues at various locations with
the help of iPads, solve tricky tasks and
decode secret messages. In addition,
you have to keep sharpening your
senses during various team activities
in order to successfully solve the case.
Which team will solve the mystery
first?

tabtour® Crime Academy

Complete an exciting and unfor-
gettable crime training course in the
heart of Berlin. Will you pass the
exams of the secret crime academy
and join the select circle of the really
great investigation professionals? The
tabtour® Crime Academy in Berlin is
the ideal event for fans of geocaching,
scavenger hunts and crime fiction.
Equipped with iPads and various
equipment, you have to prove your
skills.

Become part of a special team adventure with tricky puzzles, surprising twists and active team tasks to take part 
in. With our mystery stories, excitement is guaranteed. Whether in the seminar room or on the road with iPads, 
round off your team building with lots of puzzle fun and entertainment.

Mobile Escape Games & Team Thriller: Puzzling fun and suspense

Still haven't found the right event? We will be happy to advice you on individual concepts. Write us!

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
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Together as a team: Experiencing sporting highlights

Darts tournament

Aim, throw, hit... cheer! Which team
will become darts masters? Thanks to
our mobile dart studios, we can also
organise your darts tournament in the
conference room or on in any ade-
quate area. After a brief introduction
to the rules of darts and relaxed
warm-up rounds, you and your team
play for the acclaimed victory in the
moderated teamgeist darts tour-
nament. Also ideal in combination with
the table football tournament.

Table football tournament

With the teamgeist table football
tournament incl. game plan and
moderation, we bring beginners and
self-proclaimed professionals together
in a meaningful way. Foosball is ideal
for the Christmas party and rounds off
your evening with a team perfectly. As
a highlight, our XXL table football for
up to 22 people at one table can also
be used on request.

Indoor golf tournament

Prove your skill and accuracy on a
customised mini-golf course. This year,
the most important tournament can
take place at your premises or on your
own grounds. Depending on your
wishes and circumstances, we will
build a special course with varied
obstacles for you and your team. From
the very first moment, we will ensure
an exciting tournament with special
challenges for your team.

Enhance your festivities with a sporting competition and ensure the best atmosphere in the evening. 
Nowhere else than in team sports can team spirit and commitment be experienced so impressively. 
Whether they win or lose, your employees can only gain!

Still haven't found the right event? We will be happy to advice you on individual concepts. Write us!

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
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(X-Mas) Global tabtour® 

Go on a virtual discovery tour around
the globe! You will learn about cultural
peculiarities and solve country-specific
tasks. A great mix of puzzles, photo
tasks and challenging team inter-
actions awaits the participants. During
the Christmas season, also available as
a special "X-mas" version, with
Christmas branding and entertaining
tasks for Christmas with the whole
team.

Remote (digital) events are the equivalent of our analogue events, where the participants physically 
face each other. teamgeist offers innovative online team building events via web conferencing, which, 
combined with digital and analogue elements, strengthen the we-feeling and promote exchange.

Remote Events: Experience digital highlights

Fun Team Challenge

The virtual remote fun team challenge
takes place within the framework of a
video meeting moderated by us. Now
things get interactive: We form smaller
teams, which solve exciting tasks
together and thus earn points.
Knowledge questions, creative
problem solving, audio and photo
tasks provide a lot of variety. The
exchange within the small teams is
important, because the solutions only
work with teamwork!

(X-Mas) Team Quiz

Quizzing together is fun and can
sometimes also be instructive. With
our online Christmas team quiz, you
can compete with your colleagues in
the home office and experience lots of
fun moments. Our moderation team
presents the questions and puzzles in
a Christmas atmosphere in a live
stream, which you and your team can
solve conveniently via app on your
smartphone and on the screen.

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
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Criminal Mastermind

As Europol's newly formed special unit
X7 WOLF BRAVO, the players set out
on the trail of the notorious art thief
"the Wolf". His thefts are planned
down to the smallest detail and he
leaves no traces except for his wolf
graffiti. In small teams, the participants
take up the investigation and soon find
themselves in an unprecedented
chase through all of Europe.

The Aurora Legacy

Together with your team, it is your task
to solve an exciting criminal case: The
valuable aurora diamond has been
stolen and you have been tasked with
finding it! Logic puzzles, secret
messages, hidden clues - everyone can
use their criminalistic skills here!
With team spirit, creativity and
communication, you and your team
will succeed in putting a stop to the
wanted gang and solving the case.

Immerse yourself in entertaining stories and criminal cases together with your colleagues via video 
presentation. Experience the skills of your team from a whole new perspective as active investigators. 
Only together will you succeed in solving the case and challenge your sleuthing skills until the exciting finale.

Remote Events: Exciting stories and tricky cases

Mount Everest Expedition

Directly from the office or home office,
off you go on a Himalayan expedition
with the whole team. From the base
camp of the highest mountain on
earth, the challenging expedition starts
with a mountain guide from teamgeist,
in a virtual adventure simulation.
Master the storm and brave the cold
to gain valuable experience as a team.
The right strategy and role distribution
play a vital role here.

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
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(X-Mas) Speed Dating

For an improved exchange and getting
to know colleagues from other
departments, we organise your
individual "speed dating". We set up
different chat rooms via video
meeting, in which constantly changing
guests exchange information on
various topics in a targeted manner
and in a limited amount of time. You
can adapt the schedule and the topics
according to your wishes and thus
ensure a targeted exchange.

Team Parcours

During the remote team parcours, all
colleagues distribute themselves to
different chat rooms and are
welcomed there by our guides. The
teams are faced with very different
team activities in each chat room and
complete these rooms one after the
other. The choice of team building
modules depends entirely on your
wishes. Whether creative, tricky,
communicative or real teamwork,
diversity is ensured here.

Remote (digital) events are the equivalent of our analogue events, where the participants physically 
face each other. teamgeist offers innovative online team building events via web conferencing, which, 
combined with digital and analogue elements, strengthen the we-feeling and promote exchange.

Remote Events: Interactive for more we feeling

Impulse Reaction

A real chain reaction with digital
interfaces from screen to screen. Have
your team in the home office create a
joint chain reaction with household
objects. The individual reactions are
merged into a virtual impulse reaction
via video conference. Afterwards, we
quickly edit a seamless video from the
individual reactions of all teams as an
inspiring result for the finale.

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
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Good reasons: teamgeist promotes team spirit

With 30 years of experience and over one million participants, teamgeist is the 
expert for team events and training incentives with up to 2002 people and with the 
passionate mission to strengthen the "we" feeling in companies.

We develop individual team building measures and organise creative, innovative 
event solutions to create unforgettable experiences. High-quality, safe, healthy and 
ecologically sound events are at the core of our work.

Good reasons for teamgeist

1. Experience and expertise
More than 15,000 events 
worldwide since 1992. Together 
with passionate experts from all 
disciplines.

2. Worldwide and 
regionally on site
With a global network of partners 
and 11 companies, with 120 
employees in the DACH region.

3. Innovation and flexibility
Classic analogue, digital and 
hybrid event formats - for every 
occasion and tailored to your 
needs.

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
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teamgeist: Anniversary, Kick-off and training formats

Since its establishment in 1992, teamgeist has undergone many changes and has 
repeatedly broken new ground. At the core, however, we have always remained true
to one focus - people as passionate and learning beings.

Whether team experience, team building, digitalisation, health, sustainability or 
process support – teamgeist is your solution partner for team-oriented events,
kick-offs, trainings and coachings. Learn more about the topic in our downloadable 
brochures.

Katalog: 
Trainings & Coaching

Book: The teamgeist Story

30 Years anniversary edition
Read about brand founder Michael 
Haufe’s lifelong dream and a very 
special circumnavigation of the 
globe. Now available.

Katalog:  
Apprentice Training

teamgeist Azubi Training
Ausbildungsbegleitung lebendig | gesund | ökologisch | digital 

teamgeist GmbH 
Am Luftschiffhafen 1

14471 Potsdam

kontakt@teamgeist.com www.teamgeist.com030 55 57 00 40

Mehr Wir-Gefühl auch 

im Home Office!

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com
https://www.teamgeist.com/pdf/Trainings%20und%20Coachings.pdf
https://www.teamgeist.com/pdf/Trainings%20und%20Coachings.pdf
https://www.teamgeist.com/pdf/Teamgeist_Azubi_Training_HR.pdf
https://www.teamgeist.com/pdf/Teamgeist_Azubi_Training_HR.pdf


teamgeist boosts
team spirit

1992
Founding of 
teamgeist

3
Event solutions:

analogue, hybrid, virtual

156
Event formats

to offer

+ 1 Mio.
Perticipants

since founding

Do yo have any questions? Please contact us:

Teamgeist GmbH
Am Luftschiffhafen 1
14471 Potsdam

Phone: +49 30 555 700 40
Fax:    +49 30 555 700 440
Email: berlin@teamgeist.com

Strengthen the we-feeling in your 
company with events by teamgeist


